Experimentally it is well known that diamond and zinc-blend semiconductors show an "unusual" (i.e., negative) thermal expansion at about 100 K. We performed density-functional-theory calculations of thermodynamic potentials (i.e., total energies and entropies) for perfect crystals, to study the temperature dependence of the lattice parameter. The origin of the negative expansion eff'ect is traced back to the entropy contribution of the Gibbs free energy.
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ling decreases with increasing interatomic distances, this average frequency decreases with increasing lattice parameter (see right-hand side of Fig. 4 ). Thus, with increasing lattice parameter more phonons get thermally occupied and the entropy increases; i.e. , the slope of S"' T is negative a-nd the lattice expands.
At T 80 E, only phonons with an energy in the lower half of the band structure are excited. This implies that the 
